Time to relapse and remission of bipolar disorder: findings from a 1-year prospective study in Thailand
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Background and methods: This study aimed to determine time to relapse and remission of mood episodes in Thai patients with bipolar disorder (BD). The Thai Bipolar Disorder Registry was a multicenter, prospective, naturalistic, observational study conducted in Thailand. Participants were adult inpatients or outpatients with Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders bipolar disorder. The diagnosis of bipolar disorder, current psychiatric comorbidity, mood relapse, and mood remission were determined by using the Mini International Neuropsychiatric Interview. Relapse and remission were assessed every 2 months.

Results: Of 424 BD participants, 404 (95.3%) were BD I, and 258 (60.8%) were female. At entry, 260 (61.3%) had recovered, and 49 (11.6%) were recovering. During 1-year follow-up (381.7 person-years), 92 participants (21.7%) had 119 relapses or 0.31 (95% confidence interval 0.25–0.35) episodes per person-year. Among 119 relapses, 58 (48.7%), 39 (32.7%), and 21 (17.6%) of them were depressive, hypomanic, and manic episodes, respectively. Using the Kaplan–Meier method, we found that 25% of the participants relapsed in 361 days. Of the 400 participants who reached remission, 113 (28.2%) had mood relapses. Of 173 mood events accountable for remission analysis, the median time to remission was 67.5 days (72.5 days for depressive episodes versus 58.0 days for manic episodes, log rank $P = 0.014$).

Conclusions: The 1-year relapse rate in Thai patients with BD was 21.7% or 0.31 episodes per person-year. About one-fifth of recovered patients had mood relapses within 371 days. On average, a mood episode would remit in 67.5 days.
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Introduction

The longitudinal course of bipolar disorder (BD) is characterized by a high rate of relapse and a low rate of remission. Up to 90% of BD patients have at least one relapse in their lifetime, with an average of 0.6 relapses per year.¹² After recovery from a mood episode, nearly 50% subsequently had a relapse within 2 years, despite receiving treatment at a specialty clinic for mood disorders.³ Relapse of mood episodes, delayed remission, and residual symptoms usually lead to hospitalization, increased suicide risk, and/or impede psychosocial recovery. Poor interepisodic functioning is therefore a common problem of BD patients.

Information on the clinical course of BD, including time to relapse and remission, will provide a valuable tool for planning and evaluating the health-outcome results of treatment. However, the evidence on relapse and remission obtained from randomized controlled trials is difficult to generalize to clinical practice. This problem is mainly caused by the exclusion of those at high risk of suicide and substantial...
medical or psychiatric comorbidity, particularly substance abuse, from a randomized controlled trial. In a long-term, prospective, natural study in 146 BD I patients, the duration of a major depressive episode was longer than that of a manic episode, highlighting that a depressive episode was associated with a worse general course of illness.4 Some findings suggest that patients with mixed episodes take a longer time to recover and have poorer outcomes than those with pure manic or hypomanic episodes.5,6 In a 4-year, prospective, natural study in 123 BD patients with psychotic features who were first hospitalized, 24.3% and 35.9% of them had mood relapses within 6 and 12 months, respectively.7 The median times to relapse were 26 weeks for depression, 48 weeks for mania, and 56 weeks for mixed episodes. In this latter study, the median time to remission was approximately 16 weeks.

While patterns of BD may be different between Asian and Caucasian patients,8,9 little is known about the outcomes of BD in Asian patients. The 1-year relapse rate of 55% in Taiwanese BD patients was relatively higher than the findings obtained from Caucasian BD patients (35.9%).7 In this study, we aimed to determine time to relapse and remission of mood episodes in Thai patients with BD, who were naturally followed up for 1 year in secondary and tertiary care settings.

Materials and methods
The Thai Bipolar Disorder Registry was a 1-year, prospective, natural study conducted in 24 general, mental, and university hospitals across Thailand. Of these, nine and 15 were academic and nonacademic settings, respectively. All study sites provided both outpatient and inpatient services for mentally ill patients. The study was carried out between February 2009 and January 2011. The primary objective of this registry was to characterize the illness course of BD in Thai patients. The study did not involve any clinical management of participants. The study protocol was approved by the institutional review board or the ethics committee of each study site. Prior to participation, each patient gave written informed consent after the study details had been fully explained.

Participants
Participants were inpatient or outpatients with BD I or II aged 18 years or more. We excluded those participating in other investigational studies and those with travel difficulties. Apart from the reimbursement of transportation cost, participants received no financial benefit from their participation.

Assessment
We assessed all participants at entry (visit 1) and every 2 months (±1 month) for a period of 12 months (visits 2–7). More visits could be added if a participant had a relapse or severe condition. Baseline data included demographic data, history of BD, physical comorbidity, and psychiatric treatment. The diagnosis of BD, current psychiatric comorbidity, relapse, and remission were determined using the Mini International Neuropsychiatric Interview (MINI), version 5.10 The MINI is a structured diagnostic psychiatric interview for the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM)-IV and the International Classification of Diseases ICD (version 10) that had been translated into Thai, and its validity has been tested against board-certified psychiatrists’ interviews. In a clinical sample of 177 patients with various mental disorders, including 30 patients each with depression or mania/hypomania, the sensitivity and specificity of the MINI-Thai modules were 0.98 and 0.94 for major depressive episodes, and 0.89 and 0.94 for (hypo)manic episodes, respectively.11 Other MINI modules applied for determining current psychiatric comorbidity were those for panic disorder, agoraphobia, social phobia (social anxiety disorder), obsessive–compulsive disorder, alcohol abuse and dependence, nonalcohol psychoactive substance-use disorders, and generalized anxiety disorder. The raters of all sites received the MINI training provided by the MINI-Thai developers. These developers had been trained and granted permission to translate the MINI and validate the MINI-Thai.

The severity of symptoms and syndromes was measured by using the Young Mania Rating Scale (YMRS) – Thai version,12 the Montgomery–Åsberg Depression Rating Scale (MADRS) – Thai version,13 and the Clinical Global Impressions of Bipolar Disorder – Severity (CGI-BP-S).14 All measures used in visit 1 were also applied in visit 7. Only the MINI, major depression and (hypo)mania modules were applied at each visit between visits 2 and 6. All measures were administered by trained psychiatrists.

Based on the aforementioned measures and DSM-IV diagnostic criteria, certified psychiatrists interviewed the participants to differentiate BD I and II. In this study, syndromal remission was defined as a stage in which a participant did not meet the diagnosis of MINI, major depressive, or (hypo)manic episode for a consecutive period of 8 weeks. For a syndromal relapse, it was the development of a mood episode, determined by using the MINI, major depressive or (hypo)manic episode, in a participant who once had reached the remission stage. In the original MINI, the time frames used for assessing mood episodes were 2 weeks and current
(2–3 weeks) for major depressive and (hypo)manic episodes, respectively. For those who had an admission due to a major depressive/(hypo)manic episode or a report of moderate/severe mood change, the time frames were extended to cover that period. Meeting of both major depressive and (hypo)manic episodes in the same visit was considered as a mixed episode.

Statistical analysis
The demographic data at baseline, including history of BD, psychiatric comorbidity and treatments, and baseline bipolar status (ie, MINI diagnosis and comorbidity, YMRS score, MADRS score, CGI-BP-S score) were summarized by counts and percentages. The statistical significance for a test was set at $P < 0.05$.

The data of those fulfilling the syndromal remission definition at entry or any time point were included in the relapse analysis. Based on the aforementioned definitions of relapse and remission, time to relapse was the duration between the time point where a previous mood episode remitted and the first time a relapse was found. In the survival analysis, an end point other than the relapse of a mood episode was considered as censored. The survival curves were drawn according to the Kaplan–Meier method. The proportion (%) of end-point relapses was calculated based on incidence-density rate. Comparison of event-free survival between groups was done by using the two-sided log-rank test.

Only mood events meeting DSM-IV major depressive or (hypo)manic episodes were included in the remission analyses. Time to remission was the duration between the time when a mood relapse was found and the time when the mood syndrome of that particular relapse remitted. The survival analysis was conducted by using the methods applied for the survival analysis of mood relapses.

Results
Sample characteristics and clinical status
Of 424 BD participants, 404 (95.3%) were BD I, and 258 (60.8%) were female. Mean (± standard deviation) ages at entry and onset were 42.7 (±12.3) and 31.8 (±11.9) years, respectively. The first mood episode of most patients was manic/hypomanic (n = 274, 64.8%). Current psychiatric comorbidity was found in 83 participants (19.6%) in which all comorbid disorders were anxiety and substance-use disorders. Other demographic and clinical characteristics are presented in Table 1.

At entry, 260 participants (61.3%) and 49 participants (11.6%) had recovered and were recovering, respectively (see Table 2). The remaining 115 participants (27.1%) were still symptomatic. Of the symptomatic patients, 31 participants (7.3%) each were depressed and manic (see Table 2). In concordance with the mild symptoms of this sample, the means (± standard deviation) of the YMRS and the MADRS scores were 2.9 (±2.6) and 3.8 (±5.6), respectively.

Of the 424 participants at enrollment, follow-up was completed in 383 participants (90.3%). Reasons for dropouts (n = 41) were consent withdrawal (n = 10), loss to follow-up (n = 25), death (n = 4), referral to another hospital (n = 1), and missing data (n = 1). The medications received at entry and 12-month visit were similar; antipsychotics and mood stabilizers were more common than other medications (see Table 3).
Table 2 Clinical status of the participants at enrollment (n = 424)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Clinical status</th>
<th>N (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Recovered&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>260 (61.3%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recovering&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>49 (11.6%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Symptomatic</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td> Continued symptomatic&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>115 (27.1%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td> Depressed&lt;sup&gt;d&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>17 (4.0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td> Manic&lt;sup&gt;e&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>31 (7.3%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td> Hypomanic&lt;sup&gt;f&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>31 (7.3%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td> Mixed&lt;sup&gt;g&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>13 (3.1%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td> Roughening&lt;sup&gt;h&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>20 (4.7%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean (±SD)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YMRS (0–60)</td>
<td>3.8 (±5.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MADRS (0–60)</td>
<td>4.8 (±6.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CGI-BP-S</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td> Mania (1–7)</td>
<td>1.7 (±1.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td> Depression (1–7)</td>
<td>1.5 (±1.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td> Overall bipolar illness (1–7)</td>
<td>1.8 (±1.2)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: <sup>a</sup>having two symptoms or fewer for 8 consecutive weeks or more; <sup>b</sup>having two symptoms or fewer for less than 8 weeks; <sup>c</sup>having three symptoms or more, not fulfilling the DSM-IV diagnostic criteria for a mood episode, and having no recovered status during 8 weeks prior to entry; <sup>d</sup>clinical status corresponding to DSM-IV diagnostic criteria for a mood episode; <sup>e</sup>having three symptoms or more, not fulfilling the DSM-IV diagnostic criteria for a mood episode, and having a recovered status during 8 weeks prior to entry.

Abbreviations: YMRS, Young Mania Rating Scale; MADRS, Montgomery Asberg Depression Rating Scale; CGI-BP-S, Clinical Global Impression – BP version; severity of illness; SD, standard deviation; DSM-IV, Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders – 4th Edition.

Relapses during 1-year follow-up

For the 1-year follow-up of this cohort (n = 424), we observed all the 381.7 person-years and found 119 relapses of mood episodes in 92 patients (21.7%). The incidence of mood relapse was 0.31 episodes per person-year (95% CI 0.25–0.35), which was equivalent to one episode in 3.2 person-years (95% CI 2.5–4.0). Among the 92 patients with relapses, 15 of them (16.3%) had two relapses each, and another six participants (6.5%) three relapses each. Among 119 relapses of mood episodes, 58 of them (48.7%) were depressive, 39 (32.7%) were hypomanic, and 21 (17.6%) were manic. We found no relapse of mixed mood.

Time to relapse

A total of 400 participants who fulfilled the definition of remission status were included in the relapse analysis. Of these, 86 patients (21.5%) had mood relapses within a total observable period of 371 days (the last 86th patient had a mood relapse at 371 days). Using the Kaplan–Meier method, we found that 30.8% of the participants had mood relapses in 371 days, which corresponded to 12.5% in 6 months or 28.2% in 1 year (see Figure 1). Ten percent of them relapsed in 134.5 days (95% CI 64.6–209.0), 20% in 300.8 days (95% CI 237.3–348.2), and 25% in 361 days (95% CI 300.3–371 days). Because the relapses occurred in less than 50% of the participants, the median time for relapse (days needed for 50% of the participants to have relapses) could not be calculated.

We further compared the medians of time to relapse among three subgroups categorized by the last mood episode and types of mood at the relapse episode. The results showed no difference in medians of time to relapse among patients with a last mood episode of depression (n = 28, median 162 days, interquartile range (IQR) 58.5–268.5) and those with a last mood episode of mania (n = 31, median 196.5 days, IQR 63.5–293.0; log rank P = 0.509). There was a trend of time to hypomanic relapse being shorter than that to manic relapse, whereas the time to depressive relapse was in between (log rank P = 0.083) (see Figure 2).

Time to remission

There were 173 mood events accountable for the remission analysis. For the Kaplan–Meier plot, the median time to remission of a mood episode was 67.5 days (95% CI 62.1–74.1), with an IQR of 52.0–122.0 days (log rank P = 0.014; Figure 4). Other subgroup comparisons revealed no significant difference.

Discussion

In this prospective naturalistic follow-up study of 424 Thai patients with BD, the 1-year relapse rate was 21.7%, or 0.31 episodes per person-year. Almost half the relapses were major depressive episodes. About one-fifth of the recovered patients had mood relapses within 371 days. Possibly due to the small sample of participants with mood relapses, we...
found no impact of the last mood episodes and types of mood at the relapse episode, on time to relapse. On average, a mood episode would remit in 67.5 days, and the time to remission of a depressive episode was longer than that of a manic one (72.5 versus 58.0 days).

The 1-year relapse rate of 21.7% found in this study was lower than those of 35%–55% found in previous studies.\textsuperscript{7,15,16} Differences in sample, clinical characteristics, and methodology of these studies may have played a role in the lower relapse rate of this study. First, while the residual
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**Figure 1** Kaplan–Meier plot for the relapse-survival analysis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Day</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>100</th>
<th>200</th>
<th>300</th>
<th>350</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td># of subjects at risk</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>359</td>
<td>326</td>
<td>238</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>100 days</td>
<td>6 months</td>
<td>9 months</td>
<td>1 year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of relapse</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>7.8</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>16.6</td>
<td>28.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 1** Survival proportion for relapse (%).

![Graph](https://i.imgur.com/9Q9Q9Q.png)

**Figure 2** Kaplan–Meier analysis of time to relapse categorized by types of mood at the relapse episode.

**Abbreviation:** CI, confidence interval.
depressive or manic symptoms at recovery are predictors of mood relapse,\(^3\) most of the present sample were outpatients in recovered (61.3%) or recovering (11.6%) stages, who had no residual symptoms of the mood. Second, other good predictors found in this sample included later onset of illness (mean 36.4 years) and a small proportion of BD patients with history of rapid cycling (5.4%).\(^7\) Third, Thai bipolar patients may have a different illness phenotype compared with Taiwanese and Western BD patients. Fourth, this study included many nonacademic sites, which might have patients with a less severe illness course. Last, different from all previous studies, the present one used the MINI to determine a mood episode.

While the median time to relapse of this study was longer than that of a previous study (8.9 months or 267 days),\(^18\) its median time to remission (67.5 days) was shorter than previous findings (16 weeks or 112 days).\(^7\) Because less than 50% of this sample had relapses in 1 year, the median time to relapse could not be calculated. Only the finding that 25% of the sample relapsed in 361 days could be found. It was possible that the aforementioned favorable clinical characteristics might have contributed to the longer time to relapse and the shorter time to remission found in this study.
The finding that time to remission of a depressive episode was longer than that of a manic episode was similar to previous findings, in which Coryell and colleagues reported a mean duration of 11 weeks for depression compared with 6 weeks for mania.19

The low comorbidity rate of mental disorders (19.6%) found in this study might have been caused by several factors. Due to the nature of MINI diagnosis, only current psychiatric comorbidity could be determined in this study. The present findings therefore might not be comparable to those of previous studies, which assessed lifetime comorbidity. Little awareness of and low resources providing for mental disorders may also have contributed to the lower rate of psychiatric comorbidity. However, the common comorbidity of anxiety and substance-use disorders found in this study was in line with most of the previous findings.20,21

In this study, only 5% of the enrolled patients were diagnosed with BD II. Several factors may be attributed to the low prevalence of BD II in Thai patients, eg, underdiagnosis in clinical practices, patients’ insight into their hypomanic experiences, and inherent features of the clinical course of the illness.22–24 However, a previous study also found that the prevalence of BD II in Asian patients was lower than that in Caucasian patients.9

There were some limitations of this study. First, the follow-up period was too short to determine some outcomes, eg, median time to relapse. Second, the 2-month interval between visits might be too long to identify an occurrence of brief mood episode and have contributed to the low relapse rate found in this study. Third, partly due to the lower relapse rate, the subgroups of patients with different types of mood at the relapse episode were too small to detect the impact of relapsing mood on time to remission. Last, because the present participants had recovered or were recovering at baseline, they tended to have favorable clinical characteristics. Generalizing the present findings to severe BD patients, eg, hospitalized patients and those with psychotic features, should therefore be done with caution.

In conclusion, the 1-year relapse rate in Thai BD patients was 21.7% or 0.31 episodes per person-year. Almost half the relapses were major depressive episodes. About one-fifth of recovered patients had mood relapses within 371 days. On average, a mood episode would remit in 67.5 days, and time to remission of a depressive episode was longer than that of a manic one. Further studies with longer study duration and shorter interval of assessment are warranted.
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